Introduction

The broader public debate about content moderation has overwhelmingly focused on removal: social media platforms deleting content and suspending users—or opting not to. This is not surprising. Debating whether a platform should ban the sitting president of the United States is delicious, and a potent way to ask about the platform’s influence. The First Amendment aspect lures journalists, pundits, policymakers, and researchers alike. And cries of “censorship” have the most traction when the content has been completely deleted or a user has been permanently banned.

But while removal may be the most visible response, it is by no means the only remedy available. Many platforms, including Facebook, YouTube, Instagram, Twitter, Tumblr, TikTok, LinkedIn, and Reddit, also identify content that they deem not quite bad enough to remove, but bad enough. As an example, in July 2021, after U.S. President Biden accused Facebook of “killing people” by allowing misinformation about COVID vaccines to proliferate, Facebook pointedly countered:

…when we see misinformation about COVID-19 vaccines, we take action against it. Since the beginning of the pandemic we have removed over 18 million instances of COVID-19

---

misinformation. We have also labeled and reduced the visibility (emphasis mine) of more than 167 million pieces of COVID-19 content debunked by our network of fact-checking partners so fewer people see it...³

Reducing the visibility of risky, misleading, or salacious content is becoming a commonplace and large-scale part of platform governance. Using machine learning classifiers, platforms identify content that is misleading enough, risky enough, problematic enough to warrant reducing its visibility by demoting or excluding it from the algorithmic rankings and recommendations. The offending content remains on the site, still available to the user who can find it directly; but the platform limits the conditions under which it circulates: how it is offered up as a recommendation, search result, part of an algorithmically-generated feed, or “up next” in users’ queues.

In this essay, I will call these “reduction policies.” There are several emergent terms for this practice, as I will discuss, and they are all problematic. But the fact that there is not yet a settled industry term is itself revealing. Understandably, platforms are wary of being scrutinized for these reduction policies. Some platforms have not publicly acknowledged them; those that have are circumspect. It is not that they are hidden entirely, but the major platforms are only just beginning to acknowledge these techniques as a significant element of how they now manage problematic content. Consequently, reduction policies remain largely absent from public, policy, and scholarly conversations about content moderation and platform governance.⁴

Borderline Content

Let me start with YouTube. The company announced what it calls its “borderline content” policy in January 2019, though the practice had already been in place for a few months or more:

We’ll continue that work this year, including taking a closer look at how we can reduce the spread of content that comes close to—but doesn’t quite cross the line of—violation our Community Guidelines. To that end, we’ll begin reducing recommendations

---


of borderline content and content that could misinform users in harmful ways—such as videos promoting a phony miracle cure for a serious illness, claiming the earth is flat, or making blatantly false claims about historic events like 9/11.5

Notice that harms are being characterized as on a spectrum: “content that comes close to—but doesn’t quite cross the line of—violating our Community Guidelines.” YouTube’s spatial understanding of harm stakes out a “borderline” just shy of the existing prohibitions.5

When Mark Zuckerberg announced a similar policy for Facebook in May 2018,7 his terminology and justifications were similar to YouTube’s: “There are other types of problematic content that, although they don’t violate our policies, are still misleading or harmful and that our community has told us they don’t want to see on Facebook — things like clickbait or sensationalism. When we find examples of this kind of content, we reduce its spread in News Feed using ranking…”8 The announcement included two diagrams (that look mathematical but are not) to explain both the problem and the proposed solution.

---


Zuckerberg hoped the reduction policy would not just level out that surge of demand near the borderline, but to reduce it further, to make demand for questionable content approach zero.  

Facebook later published an exhaustive “Content Distribution Guidelines,” indicating what it now “demotes” in the News Feed. The list reveals how broad this “borderline content” technique has become: Facebook will not recommend “what [users] do and don’t like seeing on Facebook” (meaning clickbait, “engagement bait,” contest giveaways, and links to deceptive or malicious sites); low-quality and inaccurate content (including misinformation, unoriginal or repurposed content, and news that’s unclear about its provenance); and borderline content near to violating any of Facebook’s community standards.

Twitter, LinkedIn, and TikTok have similar reduction strategies already in place, though they have been less vocal about them. And depending on how we broaden the definition, other platforms are engaged in strategies that have at least a family resemblance, including Tumblr’s hashtag blocking, Instagram’s “sensitive content control,” and

---
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15 Before it restricted sexual content in 2018, Tumblr used to limit the circulation of explicit content by refusing to serve up search results to explicit queries. Users could post pornographic images and could even tag them with a term like “#porn”—but if a user searched for “#porn” no results would be returned. See Tarleton Gillespie, Tumblr, NSFW Porn Blogging, and the Challenge of Checkpoints, CULTURE DIGITALLY (July 26, 2013), https://culturedigitally.org/2013/07/tumblr-nsfw-porn-blogging-and-the-challenge-of-checkpoints. This hashtag-blocking approach, like the borderline content techniques, demarcate between hosting content and offering it up in search results or recommendations, allowing one while restricting the other. See also KATRIN TIDENBERG, ET AL. TUMBLR (2021).

16 In July 2021, Instagram introduced “sensitive content control,” giving individual users the ability to adjust how much sensitive content should be filtered from the “explore” recommendations the platform offers. While the announcement emphasized the agency users are being offered, the very fact that users can now “allow,” “limit (default),” or “limit even more” how much sensitive content is recommended revealed that such content already was being reduced already. Introducing sensitive content control, INSTAGRAM (July 20, 2021), https://about.instagram.com/blog/announcements/introducing-sensitive-content-control. The company did not immediately specify what counts as sensitive; Instagram head Adam Mosseri later indicated that the intervention focuses on “sexually suggestive, firearm, and drug-related content.”
Reddit’s quarantine policy.17

YouTube and Facebook call these their “borderline content” policies, and the term has begun to circulate more widely in the discussion of platform policies. But I am reluctant to adopt this term. First, the spatial metaphor it implies is misleading; it treats complex sociocultural behavior as if it can be mapped on a single line, from acceptable to unacceptable, and imagines a rule as a singular line cleanly intersecting it. It also plays up the similarity between limiting the visibility of content and removing it, as if what they are doing is “almost” content removal. That is misleading. These policies have much more in common with the array of decisions platforms make about what to emphasize and what to disregard—the “sorting for” rather than the “sorting out.”

More importantly, the term “borderline” has connotations I do not particularly want to reify by affirming its use as a pejorative, to describe disputably problematic online content, as deemed so by social media platforms fumbling for their new sense of responsibility amid the misinformation and conspiracy that courses through their systems. First, decades of scholarship examining the complex political and cultural dynamics of state borders remind us that borders are not just territorial edges, or walls to be policed.18 They are sites at which sovereign power is exercised, and are by no means stable, singular, or clear: “Borders are relational in the sense that they are produced, reproduced, and transformed in diverging
The “borderlands” that emerge around borders are spaces of flow permeable to people, resources, and ideas—places of historical and personal pain and cultural spaces meaningful to the people that struggle to inhabit them. Perhaps the use of the term “borderline content” is in fact more accurate than was intended, by the sovereign powers that are YouTube and Facebook. The casual shorthand use of the term by Facebook and YouTube risks making the same missteps: treating an artificial line as natural, treating the restriction of those near it as politically obvious and unproblematic, and failing to see that these are borderlands in which practices meaningful to those who inhabit it are taking place, despite the exercise of power being imposed.

The term also echoes “borderline” mental health conditions, a characterization that the mental health community has been attempting to move away from. The fields of psychology and psychiatry have begun discarding the term “borderline personality disorder,” concerned that its original meaning (displaying aspects of both neurosis and psychosis) is inaccurate, and that the term has a pejorative connotation implying a flaw in the subject’s personality; feminist critics have noted how the vague diagnosis is applied substantially more often to women than men, reminiscent of other discarded diagnoses like “hysteria”; critics of its use in common parlance and media representations condemn the stigma it places on neurodiversity. Some worry that the way it implies that someone is “almost” mentally ill may seed doubt about those who suffer from it, and research funding less forthcoming. But the term lingers in popular discourse,

---

retaining both the pejorative that clings to so many mental health terms, and the quiet suggestion that it is not a “real” condition.

“Shadowbanning”

When a video is removed or a user suspended, traces of that removal remain: the user is alerted; the video is missing; there is a terse explanation where the deleted tweet used to be. For all the concerns about censorship that attend to the removal of content, at least the intervention can be seen, and potentially held accountable. But there is no trace left when a post, tweet, or video simply has not circulated as far as it might have otherwise. The content remains. It can be found, commented on, forwarded, yet it seems to not have earned the audience or reach that it might have otherwise. This uncertainty leaves users grasping for explanations, and it is part of why many users are so suspicious that murky machinations are at work under the hood at these platforms.26 Some frustrated users, suspicious that platforms are taking invisible action against them, have begun to take note, developing folk theories as to what may be happening and why, implementing homegrown techniques for proving that their content is suppressed, and in some cases attempting to document these interventions. The term critics have most often adopted for such interventions is “shadowbanning.” Most vocally, some in the sex work community have accused platforms of shadowbanning.27 Similar critiques have emerged from other marginalized communities.28


28 See Carolina Are, How Instagram’s Algorithm is Censoring Women and Vulnerable Users but Helping Online Abusers, 20 FEMINIST MEDIA STUD. 741 (2020); de Keulenaar et al., supra note 22; Oliver L. Haimson et al., Disproportionate Removals and Different Content Moderation Experiences for Conservative, Transgender, and Black Social Media Users: Marginalization and Moderation Gray Areas, 5 PROC. OF THE ACM ON HUMAN-COMPUT. INTERACTION,
Reports like *Posting into the Void* collect evidence from members of the community that their posts are being constrained in some way. But how to prove it? Some evidence offered is anecdotal—users suspicious that their content is not traveling as far as it used to. Sometimes users will point to financial evidence, that revenue from ad-sharing programs like YouTube’s has diminished. Some will confirm that their post is being suppressed by asking users to find it and comment on it. All of these are workarounds, attempting to address the fact that it is extremely difficult to document or measure reduction: what is the reduced visibility of a piece of content measured against? Because the circulation and visibility of a piece of content tomorrow depends on who happens to see it today, reduction has a cumulative effect; for the same reason, it is difficult for a user to know how that content would have travelled had it not been reduced. There is no “normal” reach of content; how it might have performed, and how it did, depends on its quality, who saw or forwarded it early, whether it got traction and how much, what it was up against on the platform, what news was breaking at the same time, and on and on.

It is clear that these critics are right: whether their particular post was affected, platforms are suppressing the circulation of some content in ways that are difficult to identify. But here too, I have concerns about the term. I agree with Cotter that in using the term “shadowbanning,” critics may be inadvertently offering platforms ways of avoiding accountability. The word originated in early online communities and bulletin board systems. It referred to a very specific technique where a moderator could make an offending user invisible to every other user, while to the offender it appeared as everything was functioning normally. The only way the offender might discover they were shadowbanned is if they noticed that they were getting no reactions from anyone else.

The range of “borderline content” interventions on today’s platforms...
are much subtler: a post could be throttled so as to be recommended less; or only to certain kinds of users, such as to followers only; or for a shorter time. When critics lump these under “shadowbanning,” it makes semantic sense: they are interventions surreptitiously made by the platform, leaving the user thinking they are participating normally, while other users see less of them. However, because these interventions do not all match the more specific, original meaning of shadowbanning, platforms can answer critics by saying that “we do not shadowban”—as some platforms have—even as they elsewhere admit to having similar policies in place.

“Reduction”

I prefer the term “reduction” policies. Reduction is a term some platforms user, so it is a good candidate as a term of art. It avoids the baggage of the word “borderline” and includes a wider array of techniques than “shadowbanning.” But most importantly, it better captures the fundamental orientation beneath what is being done, how it is being done, and what concerns it is responding to. Reduction policies are the flipside to charges that platforms algorithmically “amplify” problematic content and should bear some responsibility for doing so. The two are conceptual twins; if platforms amplify, perhaps they can or should also reduce. And amplification and reduction work in similar ways, just towards opposite ends.

Recommendation is a central component of social media platforms, but it is driven by a very different set of concerns and priorities than content moderation: while trust and safety teams select out what is least appealing, the teams that manage recommender systems and newsfeeds select for what is most appealing. Their north star is engagement, usually measured by the time users spend on the platform, the number and types of actions taken, and other measures of satisfaction.

---
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technique is to collect signals, both about the user and about all the available content in the corpus, to produce a personalized feed of content that will be maximally appealing. Generally, these signals indicate some aspect of the content understood to be positive, or valuable: is this video recent, is this link recommended by this user’s friends or network, is this post often liked by users who share a similar matrix of interests. With reduction techniques, the calculation of what to recommend now includes a negative signal, indicating that a particular piece of content should not be considered relevant to this particular user.

The other half of the challenge, common to all content moderation efforts, is how to identify the problematic content in the first place—and do so quickly, accurately, based on limited information, and at scale. It should surprise no one to discover that, to accomplish this, most platforms turned to a now well-worn Silicon Valley technique: develop a machine learning classifier that can estimate what content is “problematic” by training that classifier on a heap of data that has already been evaluated as problematic by human raters. Ideally, the judgments made by the human raters will be approximated by the machine learning classifier, which can then make the same value judgment over and over on millions of pieces of content. YouTube management has generally framed their reduction policies as an acknowledgement of a growing responsibility. Facebook suggests that it is unavoidable: to the left of every line is a bubble of demand for the sensational and illicit that someone will fulfill. But it is easy to imagine other, less noble reasons for not simply removing this problematic content. First, reduction is less politically risky than removal. Given the recent political climate, platforms fear reprisals from conservative critics who air their outrage whenever their posts are

39 Zuckerberg, supra note 7.
removed. Demoting reprehensible content lets platforms avoid “censoring” it or facing charges of bias that are difficult to refute. Flip this around, and it is not difficult to imagine that reducing problematic content allows platforms to continue to benefit financially from the users who seek it out, whether in the form of advertising revenue or data collection, while still answering public concerns by reducing its reach.

Reduction strategies may also be preferable when the types of problematic content platforms face are difficult to identify, in flux, or difficult to police. Reducing without removing means not having to articulate an explicit policy; this gives platforms the flexibility to intervene around quickly emerging phenomena, go after content designed to elude prohibitions, and curtail content they “know” is bad but have a hard time articulating why. Seen in the best light, this flexibility makes it easier to respond to changing problems, from the many faces of white nationalism to the evasive tactics of pro-ana users, to the constantly evolving QAnon conspiracy. In a less flattering light, reduction also avoids accountability, as the interventions themselves are hard to spot, and are not—yet—reported as part of the platform’s transparency obligations.

If the judgment of what is most worthwhile can serve as a means to reduce what is least worthwhile, then reduction policies are content moderation by other means. And we probably need to expand our definition even further. Reducing news content so as to improve the “organic reach” of posts from your friends and family is a form of moderation. When Mark Zuckerberg, after the January 6 insurrection at the U.S. Capitol, announced that Facebook would begin testing ways to show less political content in the newsfeed, that is moderation, too. Whether a platform intervenes at a single post, or all posts that include a single term, or a machine learning classifier’s best guess of which content falls on the wrong side of a rule—or the reduction of an entire category, so as to decrease


41 See Ariadna Matamoros-Fernández, Platformed Racism: The Mediation and Circulation of an Australian Race-Based Controversy on Twitter, Facebook and YouTube, 20 INFO. COMM’N & SOC’Y 930 (2017); Eugenia Siapera & Paloma Viejo-Otero, Governing Hate: Facebook and Digital Racism, 22 TELEVISION & NEW MEDIA 112 (2021).


the likelihood of polarizing, hateful, or misleading content—that is moderation, too.\textsuperscript{44} Selecting out and selecting for, through policy and through design, with whatever justification, all of it “moderates” not only what any one user is likely to see, but what society is likely to attend to, take seriously, struggle with, and value.\textsuperscript{45}

Platforms intervene in the circulation of information, culture, and political expression by removing, reducing, personalizing, rewarding, and elevating; these are overlapping and cumulative strategies, both in practice and in effect, and they must be examined together. If reduction is a form of content moderation, then it must be included in the ongoing debates about platform responsibility. If platforms are responsible for amplifying problematic content, then reduction may be the most mature response.\textsuperscript{46} But does it benefit the public, or undermine it, when platforms regularly and quietly reduce what they deem to be misinformation, conspiracy, and “borderline content” violations? What is the impact of reduction techniques, and does that impact differ when what is being reduced is white nationalism, junk news links, explicit sex work, or users struggling with the impulse to harm themselves?\textsuperscript{47} Can we trust platforms to engage in these reduction practices thoughtfully, in ways that produce a robust but fairer public sphere? Who is making these policies and distinctions, and according to what criteria?

To begin to answer these questions, platforms must be more transparent and when and where they reduce content, and specifically how it works in their recommendation algorithms. Independent researchers need access to the platform to study the downstream effects for content that is reduced in various ways. Policymakers need to take into consideration not only what platforms remove, but what they reduce. And both platforms and critics need to be humbler about admitting that, at this point in the concern about online harms, society may be clamoring for gatekeepers


\textsuperscript{46} Daphne Keller, Amplification and Its Discontents, KNIGHT FIRST AMEND. INST. (June 8, 2021), https://knightcolumbia.org/content/amplification-and-its-discontents.

again – and, that any new gatekeepers must be interrogated to avoid the sins of the old: who is being excluded and included, who enjoys the largesse and who bears the constraints, which groups are given center stage, and which are further marginalized.